
In An Alternative Universe 

 
330. In an Alternative Universe “having your cake and 

eating it too” seems a bit too obvious. 

 

331. In an Alternative Universe being “punch drunk” is 

considered legally as a political condition. 

 

332. In an Alternative Universe “pride goeth before the fall, 

afterward, it is seldom considered. 

 

333. In an Alternative Universe those who “wear their 

religion on their sleeve”, seldom carry it in their heart. 

 

334. In an Alternative Universe those who keep “a little 

black book” often have hearts to match. 

 

335. In an Alternative Universe those who make 

“Gentlemen’s Agreements”, generally aren’t. 

 

336. In an Alternative Universe one who possesses a 

“sparkling personality” is considered to have a “full charge”. 

 

337. In an Alternative Universe “a coat of paint hides a 

multitude of sins” but, not the smell. 

 

338. In an Alternative Universe those with “horse sense” 

justify the saddles they wear. 

 

339. In an Alternative Universe one who is “all hat and no 

cowboy” seldom rides in a high wind. 

 

340. In an Alternative Universe “birds of a feather flock 

together but, generally perch alone. 



341. In an Alternative Universe a sound “loud enough to 

wake the dead” generally “offs” the living. 

 

342. In an Alternative Universe one who “rolls over in his 

grave” is not generally known to report the event. 

 

343. In an Alternative Universe one who “just glosses it 

over” seldom prepares first with a primer coat. 

 

344. In an Alternative Universe “a hair of the dog that bit 

you”, also bites. 

 

345. In an Alternative Universe one who lusts after “a dog’s 

life” has forgotten the part about the food. 

 

346. In an Alternative Universe no one is “at a loss for 

words” since there is no shortage of them. 

 

347. In an Alternative Universe no one is “filthy rich” since 

having money makes staying “clean” easy. 

 

348. In an Alternative Universe being “dirt poor” simply 

means one is in need of good fertilizer. 

 

349. In an Alternative Universe one who “sings for his 

supper” is expected to provide his own music. 

 

350. In an Alternative Universe one who “puts all his eggs in 

one basket” generally has only one chicken. 

 

351. In an Alternative Universe “ignorance gone to seed” 

generally produces a good crop of fertilizer. 

 

352. In an Alternative Universe “ignorance gone to seed” 

generally yields a limited harvest. 



353. In an Alternative Universe one who must “drop back 

and punt” occasionally is better at savoring a win. 

 

354. In an Alternative Universe those who are willing to 

“slaughter someone else’s’ sacred cows” seldom sacrifice 

much of anything themselves on the alter of “righteousness”. 

 

355. In an Alternative Universe “having one for the road” is 

generally okay if one is hiking back home on a trail. 

 

356. In an Alternative Universe having “an upside down 

mortgage” is like having an upside down swimming 

pool…staying afloat just doesn’t work. 

 

357. In an Alternative Universe “mixed blessings” are about 

as popular as mixed vegetables. 

 

358. In an Alternative Universe those who engage in 

“plausible deniability” often face deniability plausibility.  

 

359. In an Alternative Universe one who constantly demands 

“his piece of the pie” is seldom the baker. 

 

360. In an Alternative Universe those who “give the Devil 

his due” often find there is “Hell to Pay” later. 

 

361. In an Alternative Universe those who complain that 

“it’s hot as Hades” understate the obvious. 

 

362. In an Alternative Universe, those who complain that 

“it’s hot as Hades” must have some hidden frame of reference. 

 

363. In an Alternative Universe, one who is “the picture of 

health” is considered two-dimensional. 

 



364. In an Alternative Universe, “people who live in glass 

houses” seldom live next door to anyone. 

 

365. In an Alternative Universe, “people who live in glass 

houses” always have basements. 

 

366. In an Alternative Universe, “people who live in glass 

houses” seldom hire paint contractors. 

 

367. In an Alternative Universe, nothing ever has to do with 

“the price of rice in China”. 

 

368. In an Alternative Universe, “getting the cart before the 

horse” works very well when backing up. 

 

369. In an Alternative Universe, no one ever “has a cow” as 

it is entirely too bovine. 

 

370. In an Alternative Universe, those who “take everything 

with a grain of salt” thirst after certainty. 

 

371. In an Alternative Universe, those who “Stand for what 

they believe” never sit down when challenged. 

 

372. In an Alternative Universe, those who proclaim “might 

is right”…might be wrong. 

 

373. In an Alternative Universe, “shooting the bird” at 

someone is acceptable as the bird is always a canary. 

 

374. In an Alternative Universe, all used cars are referred to 

as “seasoned”. 

 

375. In an Alternative Universe, “blowing one’s own horn” 

is preferred to playing one’s own tambourine.  



376. In an Alternative Universe, those who have “been up to 

no good” always develop a nasty guilt rash. 

 

377. In an Alternative Universe, “rubbing someone the 

wrong way” is considered subjective; thus must be avoided. 

 

378. In an Alternative Universe, no one “takes the good with 

the bad” unless when considering the results of a 

Congressional election. 

 

379. In an Alternative Universe, one who “kicks the bucket” 

is expected to return and fit it. 

 

380. In an Alternative Universe, no one laughs at “practical 

jokes” since they are so…practical. 

 

381. In an Alternative Universe, smoke detectors are only 

used in “No Smoking” areas. 

 

382. In an Alternative Universe, pride goeth before all 

seasons, not just the Fall. 

 

383. In an Alternative Universe, one who “begs to differ” 

with someone needs assertiveness training. 

 

384. In an Alternative Universe, those who “pick up the 

pieces and go on” are always in charge of puzzles. 

 

385. In an Alternative Universe, those who “burn with 

desire” also tend to smolder with passion. 

 

386. In an Alternative Universe, polygamy is discouraged as 

more than one of anything is considered redundant. 

 



387. In an Alternative Universe, one who is given “the green 

light to go ahead” with a project is expected to always stop on 

red. 

 

388. In an Alternative Universe, those who “age well” are 

referred to as having Gouda.  

 

389. In an Alternative Universe, ‘patience is a virtue” except 

when stalled on a railroad track. 

 

390. In an Alternative Universe, “burning a candle at both 

ends” requires special gravity. 

 

391. In an Alternative Universe, “dotting your i’s and 

crossing your t’s” means you operate in a ‘lower case” world. 

 

392. In an Alternative Universe, all snowflakes are alike. 

 

393. In an Alternative Universe, time always flows slower 

on Fridays. 

 

394. In an Alternative Universe, when “levels the playing 

field” all up hill games require a handicap. 

 

395. In an Alternative Universe, ghosts do not believe in 

people. 

 

396. In an Alternative Universe, products that are “on sale” 

sometimes fall off. 

 

397. In an Alternative Universe, “getting a degree” means 

you most likely have a temperature. 

 

 

 



398. In an Alternative Universe, no one tries to “Get Ahead” 

since they already have one. 

 

399. In an Alternative Universe, clocks only chime when 

someone is listening. 

 

400. In an Alternative Universe, the refrigerator light is still 

a mystery. 

 

401. In an Alternative Universe, being “in charge” means 

you have “potential”. 

 

402. In an Alternative Universe, there is never a “light at the 

end of the tunnel” at night. 

 

403. In an Alternative Universe, one who “throws a little 

light on the subject” probably needs a brighter bulb. 

 

404. In an Alternative Universe, “food for thought” 

generally must be seasoned to taste. 

 

405. In an Alternative Universe, “food for thought” is 

seldom served as aside dish. 

 

406. In an Alternative Universe, “food for thought” is 

seldom served by the cook. 

 

407. In an Alternative Universe, “the cat never drags 

anything in”. 

 

408. In an Alternative Universe, it never rains “cat and dogs” 

on the same day. 

 

409. In an Alternative Universe, people who live in glass 

houses always have bathrooms in the basement. 



410. In an Alternative Universe, those who believe “the 

Devil is in the details” often say: “That’s a Hell of a Job!” 

 

411. In an Alternative Universe, one who has a “potty 

mouth” is expected to floss and to flush regularly. 

 

412. In an Alternative Universe, one who is regarded as “the 

cat’s meow” is generally purr-fect. 

 

413. In an Alternative Universe, the “squeaky wheel gets the 

grease”, then tends to loose traction. 

 

414. In an Alternative Universe, no one is actually proud of 

war ser v ice. 

 

415. In an Alternative Universe, no one cares about celebrity 

photos. 

 

416. In an Alternative Universe, one’s vehicle miles-per-

gallon is used to set the price for gasoline at the pump. 

 

417. In an Alternative Universe, the Greek gods simply took 

early retirement. 

 

418. In an Alternative Universe, grades never matter, only 

ability and performance. 

 

419. In an Alternative Universe, obesity is considered a form 

of ignorance. 

 

420. In an Alternative Universe, the “tie that binds” is 

reserved for corrupt politicians. 

 

421. In an Alternative Universe, “getting your ducks in a 

row” is referred to as a “straight waddle”. 



422. In an Alternative Universe, everything is “taken with a 

grain of salt”, thus boosting beer sales. 

 

423. In an Alternative Universe, “name dropping” is 

considered as linguistic fumbling. 

 

424. In an Alternative Universe, “passing the buck” means 

you can out run a deer. 

 

425. In an Alternative Universe, “passing the buck” means 

you are a poor hunter. 

 

426. In an Alternative Universe, no one “passes the time”; 

keeping up with it…but never passing it. 

 

427. In an Alternative Universe, everyone knows “killing 

time” would take way too long. 

 

428. In an Alternative Universe, everyone knows “killing 

time” means nothing would ever get done after that…no time. 

 

429. In an Alternative Universe, “history is never written by 

the victor”…just a guy named Arnold. 

 

430. In an Alternative Universe, “passing the buck” means it 

never stops anywhere near you. 

 

431. In an Alternative Universe, silly people still are…. 

 

432. In an Alternative Universe, amusement parks are never 

more than amusing. 

 

433. In an Alternative Universe, “gaming officials” are only 

in charge of deer hunting. 

 



434. In an Alternative Universe, one who is “drunk as a 

skunk” also smells bad. 

 

435. In an Alternative Universe, hand puppets are often used 

in the President’s State of the Union speech. 

 

436. In an Alternative Universe, title are for books 

only…never for people. 

 

437. In an Alternative Universe, being “politically correct” is 

akin to insanity. 

 

438. In an Alternative Universe, a “slam dunk” is reserved 

for really large cookies and one quart “cups” of coffee. 

 

439. In an Alternative Universe, “hanging ten” is preferred 

to the guillotine. 

 

440. In an Alternative Universe, Congress only votes on 

what laws not to pass. 

 

441. In an Alternative Universe, “if no one see a tree fall in 

the forest”, the sound is delayed until someone can hear it 

later. 

 

442. In an Alternative Universe, there is never just a “thirst 

for knowledge”, but also a “hunger to learn”. 

 

443. In an Alternative Universe, only the student who does 

not raise a hand gets called upon by the teacher. 

 

444. In an Alternative Universe, cats can speak…but choose 

not to. 

 

 



445. In an Alternative Universe, no one counts up how old 

they are, just how much time they have left. 

 

446. In an Alternative Universe, “Talk Radio” has been 

replaced by “Humming Radio”. 

 

447. In an Alternative Universe, only those who cast no 

shadow are allowed to worship the sun. 

 

448. In an Alternative Universe, those who are “pillars of 

society” have often been sculpted for the position. 

 

449. In an Alternative Universe, “push comes to shove” only 

when shove is tired. 

 

450. In an Alternative Universe, a “country club” is only 

composed of farmers. 

 

451. In an Alternative Universe, everyone votes but no one 

counts them. 

 

452. In an Alternative Universe, god makes sinners sit in a 

“time out” for a really, really long time. 

 

453. In an Alternative Universe, hockey is known as the 

sport of gentlemen. 

 

454. In an Alternative Universe, Elmer Fudd speaks with a 

perfect Boston accent. 

 

455. In an Alternative Universe, money smell really bad so 

being rich means you stink. 

 

 

 



456. In an Alternative Universe, all birds know how to curse 

so they are never put in cages. 

 

457. In an Alternative Universe, preachers have to pay to 

preach so there are not a lot of them. 

 

458. In an Alternative Universe, people with “a pure heart” 

also tend to have low cholesterol.  

 

459. In an Alternative Universe, no one can “buy their way 

into Heaven” but many churches can set you up with a 

celestial installment plan. 

 

460. In an Alternative Universe, classes in “silent swearing” 

are only taught in monasteries.  

 

461. In an Alternative Universe, only the Pope believes he is 

infallible. 

 

462. In an Alternative Universe, the “the Middle Ages” were 

followed by the Old Ages. 

 

463. In an Alternative Universe, a “big boned person” 

actually has a fat skeleton. 

 

464. In an Alternative Universe, there are no “good old Joes” 

since they are always named Harry. 

 

465. In an Alternative Universe, no one ever admits to 

having been in a war. 

 

466. In an Alternative Universe, polished shoes and a freshly 

washed car make people think you are up to something. 

 

 



467. In an Alternative Universe, the “Old West” is now even 

older. 

 

468. In an Alternative Universe, if you are living “high on 

the hog” you must be some form of parasite. 

 

469. In an Alternative Universe, anyone who is “completely 

thoughtless” is most likely dead. 

 

470. In an Alternative Universe, “a rose by any other name” 

could be Betty or Janet. 

 

471. In an Alternative Universe, opera is popular and people 

pretend to know what it’s all about. 

 

472. In an Alternative Universe, no one “runs for office” but, 

they often from it. 

 

473. In an Alternative Universe, remarrying a person whom 

one has previously divorced is considered a form of insanity. 

 

 


